Join Renowned Dr.
Launch of No-Holds
Surgery:

Rady Rahban on
Barred “Plastic
Uncensored”
Podcast May 8, 2019

DALLAS (May 8, 2018) – Discover answers to the questions you should have asked about plastic surgery
with famed Beverly Hills surgeon Dr. Rady Rahban on the new eye-opening Plastic Surgery: Uncensored
podcast making its debut May 8, 2019 on reVolver Podcasts. Joining board certified Dr. Rahban is media
personality Monique Marvez as they navigate through the blurred ethics of our look-good-at-any-cost
mindset spawned by social media’s concepts of beauty.
In his trademark pull-no-punches authentic and direct style, Dr. Rahban breaks down subjects
surrounding what’s right and what’s wrong with plastic surgery today. He offers the unvarnished truth
about the warning signals patients should look for as more poorly trained and unqualified doctors
surface, and unregulated procedures become more mainstream. In his own practice, patients seek Dr.
Rahban’s help to correct the misguided and dangerous life changing choices they made putting their
bodies in the hands of unscrupulous practitioners. From hearing the truth behind med spas and the
taboos of plastic surgery to trends and questions you should ask in a live consultation, Dr. Rahban is on a
mission to create awareness and send a powerful message.
Dr. Rahban approaches his profession with an artist’s sensibility that has made him well known for his
masterful work with rhinoplasty, breast augmentation, and mommy makeovers, to name a few. His
reputation among thousands of patients of all ages and ethnicities has also firmly established him as the
"go-to-guy" for revision and corrective surgeries.
The doctor’s commitment to helping others is also evidenced by his aiding trauma and cancer patients
with reconstructive surgeries. Fluent in Spanish, he travels to Latin America annually with charitable
organizations like Operation Smile, performing much needed pro-bono cleft lip and palate surgeries.
Follow Dr. Rahban at www.radyrahban.com.
Monique Marvez’s versatility as a writer/performer with a unique on-point humor and
take-no-prisoners honesty continues to keep her in demand. Her multi-faceted career spans
broadcasting with three SHOWTIME specials and as a radio host, as well as successful tours with her
critically acclaimed one-woman stand-up stage show and a soon to be published book.
Tune in and subscribe for free to Plastic Surgery: Uncensored.
Trailer: https://www.revolverpodcasts.com/shows/plastic-surgery-uncensored/
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Find this and your favorite reVolver Podcasts at reVolverPodcasts.com, Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google
Play and iHeartMedia.
To listen on Apple Podcasts visit:  https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/id1433854266. Sales or
marketing inquiries can be directed to reVolver Podcasts at jack@revolverpodcasts.com. For questions
about content or to find out how to become a content provider and host,
email maria@revolverpodcasts.com.
Follow reVolver Podcasts on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
About reVolver Podcasts
reVolver Podcasts is the leading multicultural, audio-on-demand content creator and distributor in the
U.S. Home to “El Show de Piolín,” “Wrongful Conviction with Jason Flom,” “Neteando con Kate y
Jessica,” and “House Call with Dr. J,” plus more than 50 additional programs spanning sports, music,
finance, entertainment, lifestyle, health and wellness, inspiration, news, real crime, branded content
and live events, the podcasts are distributed on reVolverPodcasts.com, Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google
Play and iHeartMedia. For more information about the company, visit www.revolverpodcasts.com.
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